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TYS VALUES
TENANT ORIENTED
APPROACH

OPENNESS AND
TRANSPARENCY

TYS offers affordable and high-quality
rented apartments to students.

TYS’s tenant selection is based on
social adequacy and financial needs in
an equitable manner.

The students’ needs are the starting
point for the foundation’s operations.
The foundation supports its tenants
in housing matters and day-to-day
arrangements.

New students have priority at the
beginning of the autumn semester.
Openness and transparency form the
starting point for administration and
decision-making in the foundation.

TYS values its tenants’ and its
community’s diversity and promotes
accessibility and equality in its
operations.

RELIABILITY
TYS is an established and stable
operator in the housing market.

RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

The foundation is a secure lessor and
treats all tenants and applicants fairly.

TYS is ready to employ new means that
promote the use of sustainable materials,
energy saving, and the utilisation of
renewable forms of energy.

The foundation is student housing
market leader in the Turku region.

TYS is prepared to invest in sustainable
development solutions.

PARTNERSHIP
TYS is an independent operator.
The partnerships between TYS and its
interest groups develop constantly.
The foundation’s aim is to boost the
success of educational institutions
and the city’s attractiveness as a study
location.
Internationality is important from the
perspective of TYS, the City of Turku,
the educational institutions, and the
students.
Partnerships benefit both the
foundation and its partners.
The foundation is a student’s best
partner when it comes to housing.

INNOVATION
The foundation is prepared to develop
and employ new services and digital solutions that improve services and add
living comfort.
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CHANGE TRENDS IN
THE OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
Identified change trends in the operational environment
that affect the foundation’s strategy:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

decreasing age groups
changes in study habits
identity fragmentation, minoritisation
climate change, carbon neutrality and negativity,
sustainable development, circular economy
urbanisation
everything available as a service, increased shared use
financial stagnation and insecurity
decreasing amount of space in educational institutions,
spatial cooperation
need to engage potential and existing tenants in
brainstorming and planning
increasing significance of partnerships
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CUSTOMER NEED AND
DIFFERENTIATING FACTORS
The foundation’s key customer profiles that can also be
combined in different ways:

Turku
on
noussut
•
new student moving to Turku
kärkeen
vuokrallahousehold
•
one-student
asuvien
kotitalouksien
•
student
living together with a partner
•
student with a family
prosentuaalisessa
•
remote
student
määrässä
kaikista
•
student with
a long-term tenancy
kotitalouksista,
yksinasuvien
•
student with a short-term tenancy
prosentuaalisessa
•
international degree student
osuudessa
ja
•
international
exchange student
viimeaikaisessa
•
student with special needs
vapaarahoitteisten vuokraIdentified change
trends in customer needs are, in partiasuntojen
vuokrien
cular, the housing and service needs of remote studying,
nousussa.
short-term tenancy, and quarantine-type needs related to
health and safety.

Customer needs and related change trends affect TYS
housing type and space arrangements, the need for adap-

tive layouts and structural solutions, focusing on the Student Village area, balanced consideration for privacy and
need for community spirit, type and number of apartments
available for international exchange students, and changing customer service needs.
Competing with TYS for the same customers include institutional lessors, private lessors, lessors who operate especially close to the Student Village and the campus area,
and new players entering the student housing market. As
a result of low-interest housing loans, increased home ownership may also affect rental apartment demand.
Differentiating factors for the foundation are the TYS
brand, affordable rent level, like-minded community and
their needs, housing location, and ease and safety of living.
The differentiating factors can further be strengthened by
investing especially in the brand, community, Student Village area, traffic connections (data communications and
transportation), and personnel know-how and duties.
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MISSION

Turku Student Village Foundation is a tenant-centric pioneer
that enables safe, personalised, environmentally friendly,
and effortless student housing.
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VISION
TYS is a bold, knowledgeable, and safe community that listens to the students and promotes their
well-being; and the number one choice for students as their housing and service provider.

New students know about TYS and it is their first choice
when looking for an apartment in Turku.
TYS is a bold and experimental constructor and service
developer. Students’ demands match TYS apartments’
distribution, quality, and provided services.
TYS is accommodating, capable, and knowledgeable.
TYS is student-centric and promotes safety and students’
well-being.
TYS has good financial standing and can tackle financial
challenges, both in the near future and in the long run.
TYS aims to be carbon neutral by 2029.
TYS is responsible and reputable.
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STRATEGIC TARGET STATE IN 2030
AND THE MEANS OF ACHIEVING IT
TYS provides student housing to 25 % of the students in
Turku over a time period exceeding the strategy period.

Turku on noussut
kärkeen
vuokralla invests in developing Student Village
• The foundation
Eastkotitalouksien
during the strategic period, while at the same time
asuvien
preparing to increase new production over an interval
prosentuaalisessa
exceeding the strategy period.
määrässä
kaikista
kotitalouksista, yksinasuvien
prosentuaalisessa
osuudessa ja
viimeaikaisessa
vapaarahoitteisten vuokraasuntojen vuokrien
nousussa.
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Financial stability
• Rent level for apartments is 15–20 % below market-priced rents with electricity, water, and internet
connection also included in the comparison.
• The foundation’s economic plan is balanced.
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TYS is a pioneer in environmentally- and climate-friendly
construction and maintenance.
• Creating prerequisites to achieve carbon neutrality by
2029.
• During the strategy period, TYS aims to engage tenants
by employing apartment-specific meters for water and
electricity in locations where this is possible.

The focus of new construction for TYS is in the campus
area that the Student Village forms a part of. At the same
time, TYS actively follows campus area development and,
when required, directs new construction to the vicinity of
new campuses.
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TYS has a strong standing as the leading provider of student housing and services in Turku.

Active partnership formation

• Maintaining the apartment portfolio by constructing,
repairing, and also by surrendering when necessary.
TYS constantly monitors changes in the market and
housing demand and maintains apartment portfolio
management and basic renovation strategy.

Management by knowledge and development of expertise.

Turku on noussut
• Developing
new digital services and operational models
kärkeen
vuokralla
thatkotitalouksien
make the foundation’s services smoother and add
asuvien
to living comfort. Active investigation of future needs
prosentuaalisessa
and experimenting with new services
määrässä kaikista
kotitalouksista, yksinasuvien
prosentuaalisessa
osuudessa ja
viimeaikaisessa
vapaarahoitteisten vuokraasuntojen vuokrien
nousussa.
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• Continuously identifying competence needs.
• Learning about customers’ needs.
• The foundation measures and evaluates its operations.
The foundation is a sought-after place to work.
• An engaging and developing work community .
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STRATEGIC INDICATORS
TYS provides student housing to 25 % of the students in
Turku over a time period exceeding the strategy period.

TYS is a pioneer in environmentally- and climate-friendly
construction and maintenance.

• on average, approximately 150 new apartments per
year so that their number continuously increasesm

• Achieving carbon neutrality in 2029.

Financial stability.

• Response time to fault reports.

• Satisfaction with property maintenance.

• Rent level 15–20 % below market-priced rents with electricity, water, and internet connection also included in
the comparison.
• Economic occupancy rate of at 97 %.
• Maintaining sufficient equity ratio.
The focus of new construction for TYS is in the campus
area that the Student Village forms a part of. At the same
time, TYS actively follows campus area development and,
when required, directs new construction to the vicinity of
new campuses.
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TYS has a strong standing as the leading provider of student housing and related services in Turku.

The foundation is a sought-after place to work.
• Overall rating of the workplace.

• Creating one new digital application or developing an
existing one each year.

• Job satisfaction and motivation.

• Customer satisfaction.

• Management evaluation by the personnel.

• Image of the condition and quality level of TYS apartments.

• Number of applications for open positions.

• Willingness to recommend TYS apartments to a friend.
• Monitoring the fulfilment of the service promise.
• Number of applications.
Management by knowledge and development of expertise
• Personnel training.
• Regular collection and evaluation of feedback.
• Engaging customers.
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